
WIRELESS 8mm FILM PROJECTOR SEWING MACHINE

TELEVISION GRAMOPHONE GAS METER



DO YOU REMEMBER . . . ?
MEMORIES OF THESE OBJECTS THAT WE HAVE RECORDED SO FAR

WIRELESS 8mm FILM PROJECTOR SEWING MACHINE

“Listening to radio Luxembourg - young 
people’s music. Father carried the radio upstairs
when they were ill so they could listen.”

“Radiogram with a turntable and cupboard 
built in.”

“A radio much like this one stood on a shelf in 
my Grandma’s kitchen until she passed away. 
It’s at my Mum’s house now.  She often tells the
tale of when one night she was lying in the dark
of her bedroom with her brother and suddenly 
heard the crackling voices from the radio 
coming from the kitchen. There were many 
evenings after where neighbours came over in 
the evenings to listen to the broadcast together.”

“Dad showing home movies”

“Setting up the folding white screen, drawing 
the living room curtains and sitting down with 
all the family to enjoy one of our uncle's latest 
home movies.”

“The comforting sound of mother working on 
the sewing machine is like the soundtrack to my
childhood.”

“I still use one today.”

TELEVISION GRAMOPHONE GAS METER

“Black and white TV with perspex screen to 
make colour added on top.”

“Screen held on with yellow suction corners. 
Made the picture sharper.
Watching adverts for the frst time. Amazing. 
Now we don’t watch them at all.”

“Going to the neighbours to watch their TV.”

“Putting 50p in a slot on the side of the TV to 
watch programmes.”

“Playing 78s - his mothers records. Breaking 
Fats Waller. 

“The sound of the needle jumping over a 
scratch - hup, hup, hup.”

“We had a version with horn.”

“When I was a student we used to make 50p 
coins out of ice to use in the electric meter. The 
collection box rusted away and the landlord 
went ape!”

“When the landlord came to empty it they’d 
give my Mother £10 back and she’d put it 
straight into the meter again.”

“I remember watching the meter whizzing 
round when you put the fre on. The frst smart 
meter.”


